Have you ever wondered what it would be like on a different planet
or a DIFFERENT GALAXY!? If so read on.
Murzer comes from the galaxy Multi-way along with Aero and MaxK-196 which are its neighbours. They all orbit a Supernova. Murzer
take 132 days to orbit its star (Murzer is the closest to its star also
the day there are 18 hours long).
Appearance and Terrain:
Like most planets, Murzer is a sphere and has a ring
around it. The planet is made out of rock and ice.
There is a reason for this there where once two
different planets, one was burning whilst the other
was freezing cold. They both got too big and
eventually collided together and that’s how Murzer
was created (which was in 1736). As you can tell
Murzer has a cold side and a hot side. The cold side
is made from solid ice from the pressure created underneath. It
glows a light sky blue. However on the warm side it glows an orange
blood tint to it. If you go on the cold side it will have the second
largest mountain ever discover. On the hot burning, hot side it has
the LARGEST VALCANOE TO EVER BE DISCOVERED! The planet is
roughly 1000 times bigger than the earth. It’s quite smooth where it
snow compared to the fire side it is full of scorching rocks. The cold
side has snow and massive ice shards shooting out of the ground
every 30 seconds if you ever do go to this planet be careful! Also has
special snow caves for the life to survive. Murzer has 31 moons. The

largest moon know is Vanis and the smallest moon is keyten. On the
planet, there is a river of viscous lava clashing down the middle but
on the cold side it changes instantly into ice. Around planet Murzer is
a ring filled with slowly burning rock and shards of ice.
Climate and atmosphere
This planet has a recorded temperature of 9191⁰ on the hot side, but
on the cold side it is -9191⁰. On planet Murzer it has a thick
atmosphere. At any time of day it can rain ice shards or on the warm
side it will rain blistering rocks.
Life on planet
On Murzer there is only a bit of life which is called the zeders. Their
body is like a whales but slivers like a snail all though zeders go much
faster than a snail its highest speed is 129mph (Which is pretty fast).
They eat lava from the volcano and ice plants on the other side.
Somewhere on planet Murzer there is more life than just this but we
have not found yet.
Interesting facts
• Murzer is nothing like planet Earth
• Scientist predict that in 9 million years Murzer will explode or one
side will be more powerful so it will overtake the whole planet
• Murzer only takes a bit of light from its star
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